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Accent System’s
Asset Tracking solution

Accent System’s Asset Tracking solution efficiently monitors
and tracks the location and conditions of your assets in real
time.

In the form of small, ready-to-use devices, our tracking
devices collect and retrieve your asset’s data during storage
and transportation.

Your asset’s information is then stored on the cloud and
displayed on an easy-to-read, web-based dashboard or 
accessible through the API integrations.

■ Gain new insights on your logistic processes.

■ Increase your asset’s security & safety.

■ Make better-informed business decisions.

01 / Solution

Real-time control through
multiple sensors

Temperature

Humidity

Geolocation

Motion detection

Shock detection



Real-time control through
multiple sensors

Shock detection

Motion detection

Geolocation

Humidity

Temperature

Benefits of using our
Asset Tracking solution

02 / Benefits

Save time and improve safety by knowing
where your assets are at all times

Save costs by making sure that all your items are
in place before starting any operation

Ensure legal compliance by monitoring and generating
reliable reports on your item’s temperature, pressure
levels and route

Report usage hours per site and enhance efficiency
and productivity in your logistics processes

Prevent incidents by getting promptly
notified of real-time misuse

Analyze resulting data and make informed
business decisions



03 / Features

Features of our
Asset Tracking solution

Highly accurate geolocation and
monitoring (in and outdoors)

Real-time and historical data access

Geofence-based automatic actions

Alarms and notifications triggered
through rules and events

Flexible user and permission
management

User-friendly analytics module

Scalable and integrable solution
through the API

Connects to existing IoT
mobile networks

Low-cost and easy-to-deploy

Serverless, cloud-based infrastructure



04 / Use cases

Asset Tracking
in different industries

Learn the value of our solution
in your specific sector



04 / Use cases

Logistics

■ Automate actions based
on geofence events

■ Replan operations right after
incidents or delays

■ Optimize routes by analyzing
historical data



04 / Use cases

Industry

■ Track position and usage hours
of corporate vehicles

■ Alert staff about critical actions
(e.g., truck refueling, special
loads, etc.)

■ Automatically check loaded
items before departure



04 / Use cases

Health care

■ Control medical equipment
& hospital supplies in health care
facilities and ambulances

■ Monitor room conditions
of medical supplies

■ Locate urgent equipment
in a timely manner



04 / Use cases

Items detection

■ Locate lost luggage by inserting
a tracker in your bag

■ Receive notifications on
real-time treatment of 
your goods

■ Detect negligent shocks
in your valuables



04 / Use cases

Cold Chain Monitoring

■ Check real-time temperature
of refrigerated assets
during transportation

■ Ensure quality control 
and regulatory compliance

■ Anticipate and solve
temperature-related incidents



04 / Use cases

Connected and
safe workplace

■ Track work hours and room
usage of employees

■ Generate trustworthy
timesheets for legal audits

■ Calculate payroll and 
occupancy rates



05 / Devices

Accent System’s
Asset Tracking devices

Accent System’s asset tracking components
are reliable, easy to install and use, and
have a long battery life.

TRK BLACK
PANTHER

§ IoT communication technologies: 
GPRS, LTEM/CATM1, NB-IOT

§ Supported geolocation
technologies: GNSS, Wi-Fi, Cell ID, 
Bluetooth Beacons

§ Sensors: Air pressure, 
motion and shock

§ Battery: up to 12 months

§ IP Code: IP66

§ Special features: Adjustable alarms 
and push notifications



05 / Devices

iBKS 105

§ iBeacon TM and Eddystone TM

§ Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0

§ Battery: up to 46 months

§ Special features: Suited for 
offices, closed environments, 
and moving infrastructures

IBKS PLUS

§ iBeacon TM and Eddystone TM

§ Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0

§ Battery: up to 104 months

§ IP Code: IP67

§ Special features: Best suited 
for industry and outdoor 
operations



05 / Devices

GTW

§ Bluetooth 4.0 + 5.0 Long Range

§ IoT Communication 
technologies:

§ GPRS, LTEM/CATM1, NB-IOT

§ Supported geolocation 
technologies: GNSS, Wi-Fi, Cell 
ID, Bluetooth Beacons, UWB.

§ Special features: Mobile 
identifier suited for moving 
infrastructures

iBKS Card

§ iBeacon TM and Eddystone TM

§ Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0

§ Battery: up to 18 months

§ Special features: Mobile 
identifier



06 / Architecture

Deploying our tracking
solution in your business

Find out the architecture
that best fits your needs



06 / Architecture

Track your assets
within a facility

1. A beacon is attached to an asset.

2. Gateways are deployed in multiple fixed 
locations within the facility.

3. Gateways connect to the beacons to 
extract data and send it to the cloud.

4. The proximity between beacons and 
gateways is used to calculate the room
level location of each asset.

E.g.: A storage depot installs beacons in
their goods to track their room
temperature, humidity level and location.



06 / Architecture

Track your assets
in mobile scenarios

1. A beacon is attached to an asset.

2. A gateway is installed within the vehicle
in motion, which connects to mobile
cellular IoT-networks that communicate
with inmolecular.

3. The gateway reports the vehicle’s
location + list of in-range beacons to the
cloud.

E.g.: A hospital installs beacons in their
ambulances. A gateway is deployed within
the ambulance, which retrieves data from
the beacons and sends it to the cloud, while
showing the ambulance’s location.



06 / Architecture

Track your distributed
items at all times

1. An IoT tracker is attached to an asset
located within a facility or in transit.

2. The tracker connects to a mobile
cellular
IoT-network that communicates with
inmolecular.

3. Location and sensor data of assets is 
retrieved from the IoT tracker.

E.g.: An excavator rental company installs
trackers in their vehicles to monitor their
position, usage hours and timesheets.



07 / Inmolecular

Inmolecular, the technology
behind our tracking solutions

Accent System’s tracking solutions are based on our in-
house developed inmolecular software —a smart, secure, 
fast, and scalable IoT platform able to retrieve your
devices’ sensor data
in real time, generate analytic reports and display them in
a user-friendly, cloud-based dashboard or API.

■ Serverless cloud infrastructure

■ Optimized communications protocol

■ Industry standard security

■ Over-The-Air Firmware updates



08 / About us

About Accent Systems

Founded in 2007, Accent Systems is a
global provider of innovative track & trace, 
safe workplace, and access control
solutions. We make smart IoT devices
with in and outdoor location & live sensors, 
cloud solutions, and easy-to-use APIs.

Our solutions are capable to track current
and historical interactions between
individuals or assets while reporting
geolocation, environmental features, 
authorized accesses, and occupancy
control. We are also word-leading
manufacturers of NB-IoT and LTE-M
solutions, including iBeacon and
Eddystone.

WHERE TO FIND US?

■ Headquarters: Barcelona (Spain)
■ Offices: Barcelona & New York
■ R+D centers: Ahmedabad, Istanbul,  

Barcelona, and San Paolo
■ Production center: Barcelona (Spain)

OUR CORE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS:

■ Track & Trace
■ Safe Workplace
■ Access Control
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